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In the matter of the application 
of Southern California EdisOn 
Company (U 3SS-E) fOr authority 
to sell gas-fired eleclrical 

eneration facilities. 

Application 96-11-046 
(Filed November 27. 1996) 

INTERIM OPINION 

Summary 

Southern California Edison COnipany (Edison) requests authority, pursuant to 

Public Utilities (PU) Code Section 851, to auction and sen 12 fossil-fuel electric 

generation plants by the end of 1997. 

The first interim dedsion that Edison requests is that the COnimission (a) find 

that Edison's gas-fired generating units are not ne<essary or useful in the performance 

of its duties to the pUblic; (b) find that Edison's proposed divestiture will not impair the 

reliability of electric supply;' (c) find that Edison's proposed auction procedures arc 

reasonable and will determine the market price of the plants to be di\'csted; (d) find that 

Edison need not entertain post-auction o\'erbids; (c) find that Edison's divestiture as 

proposed is reasonable and the proposed operations and maintenance contract is 

reasonable under PU Code Sc<:tion 363; (f) approve Edison's propoSt.~ ratemaking 

trealment of the sale; and (g) find that the sale will not require an environn\ental impact 

report under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). 

For the next phase, in a second interim decision, Edison requests that We decide 

whether the proposed form of agr('('ment for certain of the plants beh\'('('n the buyers 

I Edison mo\'oo On February 21, 1997 to exclude any issues associated with the tern\S and 
(onditions of the (orm of Master Must Run Reliability Agreement (MMRA, formerly referred to 
as the loca.l Reliability Dispatch Agreement) (rom the (irst Interim decision. lbat motion Was 
granted by the assigned administrative law judge (AL)) on February 27, 1997. 
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and the Independent System Operator (ISO) should be required
l 
consistent with PU 

Code Section 362, as a condition of sale. 

FOr tlle'thlrd al\d final phase, in a (inal decisionl Edison requests that we approve 

the sale if we determine that the auction was conducted in accordance with the 

approved auction procedure. 

\Ve will permit Edison to commence an auction of the plants
l 

which will be 

subject to our fillal review and approval upon review of definitive agteements 

following the auction. However, Edison may not ac..:epl final bids until we have 

completed our environmental review by approving a mitigated negative declaration! 

and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) has approved the form of 

agreement to be used by ISO (without respect to unit-specific terms), 

Procedural Background 

Edison tiled its application on November '27, 1996. Notice appeared in the Daily 

Calendar 01\ Dt.--..:ember 4, 1996. A prehearing conference was held on January 8/ 1997. 

President Conlon, as the assigned Conlmissioner,' issued a ruling (ACR) to establish a 

procedural schedule on February 11, 1997. An evidentiary hearing was convened on 

March 17, 1997, at which it was detNmined that no triable issues of fact existed with 

respect to the issues that Edison requested be determined in the first interim dedslon. 

On l\farch 28, 1997, Edison, the Coalition of Califomia Utility Employees (CUE) 

and Southern California Gas Company med a stipulation, generally as (ollows: (1) there 

are no disputed issues of material fact regarding the need for the Alamitos, Huntington 

Beach, EI Segundo, Etiwanda, Mandalay, and Redondo plants to be designated as must

run stations, subject to the MMRAJ in 1998 (the parties agree that such stations are 

nceded)j (2) the Independent System Oper.ltor (ISO) will dcsignate nlusl-run 

requirements (or any period thereafter; (3) the Commission may find pursuant to PU 

Code Section 362 with respect to loc.tl reJiability issues that facilities nceded to maintain 

! This is expected to ()(cur after September 25, 1997. 
) Commissioner Bilas was subsequently co-assigned. 
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the reJiability of the electric supply will remain a\'ailable and oper<ltional (but the 

parties resen'e their rights in the event that the ISO designates any different sct of 

stations as must-run for 1998); (4) there are no disputed issues of material (ad that the 

six must-run (subject to the MMRA) and six non-must run stations can be di\'estcd 

without impairing achievement of planning and operating reserve criteria in 1998 

(thereafter the ISO will have sole responsibility); (5) MMRAs wi)) be required for the 

must-run plants in the Asset Sale Agreement (which will also require that the Power 

Exchange, as a condition of dosing the sale of the plants, have taken certain steps); and 

(6) with respect to whether the transmission upgrades proposed in Application (A.) 96-

11-047 will reduce the number of needed must-run stations, the ISO will make that 

defermina lion. 

On Aprill4J 1997, the Office of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) and the 

Independent Energy Producers Asso<:iation (lEP) each fired a response to the 

stipulation, commenting that the stipulation should not be treated as in any way 

establishing the boundaries of the authority of the ISO.' On April 17, 1997, the assigned 

AL] ruled that b«ause no party identified a factual issue that it cOlilested, the issues for 

a first interim decision should be submitted on the briefs of the parties, which werc filed 

concurrently on May 1, 1997, and reply briefs, which wcre Cited on May 9, 1997. On May 

1,1997, Edison moved to makc the first intcrim decision effectiVe immediatel)'. On June 

9,1997, Edison moved to set aside submission of the record (or the first interim 

decision, due to a change in the manner in which Edison proposes to auction plants. 

Edison now proposes to auclion the power plants not classified as must-run singly or in 

any combination, rather than in pre-determined groups. The assigned ALJ issued a 

ruling on June 11, 1997, and permitted parties to submit a single round of suppl{'mental 

briefs on this issue. ORA and IEP filed supplemental briefs on June 20, 1997. 

• CUE filed a reply on April 29, 19<)7, expressing its agreement that the stipulation should not be 
applied expansively or in a manner that would predetermine the Con\mission's decision On the 
adequacy of the MMRA fom). 
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Descrlptlon of the Application 

Edison wishes to o((er for sale 12 electric generation plants: 

• Alamitos Generation Stalio1\ 
• Cool \Vafer Generating Station 
• Ellwood Energy Support Facility 
• El Segundo Generating Station 
• Etiwanda GeneratingStation 
• Highgrove Generating Station 
• Huntington Be:lch Generating Station 
• Long Beach Ger\erating Station 
• Mandalay Generating Station 
• Ormond Beach Generating Station 
• Redondo Generating Station 
• San Bernardino Generating Station 

That wish is consistent with our DecisioJ\ (D.) 95-12-063, as modified by 

0.96-01-009, in which we required Edison to submit a plan to voluntarily divest itsell of 

at leastSOO/O of its fossil genera ting assetS. (Order 111Slitulillg Rlilemakillg/lm't'sligatioll 011 

lite COl1l1l1issioll'S OWII Propostd Polides GOl't?rIlillg Restructuring Californ;a's Electric 

Sen/ices rudushy and Re!orm;'Jg Regulatioll, mimeo. at 223.) The 12 plants have a 

combined summer generating capacity of 9,562 megawattsl which is all of Edison/s gas

fired generation capacity. Edison proposes to transfer: 

(a) real property owned by Edison on which the plants are located, 

(b) rdated real property Ica5{'s, 

(c) easements appurtenant to owned or leased properly, 

(d) equipment lIscd to conduct plant operations, 

(e) spare pariS, office supplit'S and other inventories on hand at dosing {except 

(or backup (ue) oil supplies), 

(f) Edison's interest in written contracts relating to each plant, 

(g) Edison's interest in any transferable and separable licenses or permits used in 

connection with the operation of a plant, 

(h) books, records, instruction manuals and other documents rdating to the 

operation of each plant, 
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(i) third-party warranties specifically relating to assets being tr,U\s(erred, 

(j) Edison's interest in any prepayments made by Edison prior to dosing 

(k) Edison's interest in certain specified air pollution control credits related to the 

plants being sold 

(I) specified additional real properly which may not be currently used in plant 

operations but which is adjacent to or related to a plant 

em) Edison's interest in and right to re(eivemail relating exclusively to plant 

ownership or operations, and 

(n) other miscellaneous assets as described in the bid documents 

Edison wilt specifically exclude the following property in the bid documents: 

(a) fuel oil storage tanks and related property used for backup fuel operations or 

{or the business of Edison Pipeline &. Terrninal Co- (ErTC), 

(b) transmission equipment, switchyards, and radial transmission lines, 

(e) communications equipment and facilities used in Edison's transmission and 

distribution systems, 

(d) claims (or refunds including refunds o( reat estate taxes, arising out of pre

closing periods, 

(e) proprietary materials (t.g., trademarks, proprietary computer software, 

marketing materials, trade names), subject to Edison's granting the buyer a 

fuBy paid-up, royalty-free license to use certain software exclusively (or plant 

operations, 

(f) personnel and employment records related to plant operations, 

(g) rights under Edison's insur,mce policies, 

(h) rights to receive mail relating to excluded assets or excluded Habilities, 

(i) rights respecting computer hardware that is proprietary to Edison, 

0) specified additional real property not currently lIsed in plant oper.ltions but 

adjacent to or related to a plal\t, 

(k) inventorics of natural gas and other fuel and related agreements, 
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(I) assets constituting working capital, including cash, securities, rights to re(und 

and similar assets, 

(m) rights under transactions between Edison and its alfiliatcs, under 

employment contracts, under coUcctive bargaining agreements, and under 

contracts related to the purchase or sale of electric poWer, 

(n) custon\er data, and 

(0) other miscellaneous assets ancillary to plant ownership and operation. 

Edison plaJiS to sen the 12 plants by a competitive open-auction bid process in 

three stages. Edison plans to identify and contact potential bidders in the first stage, 

prior to our decision, to determine whether potential auction participants meet 

minimum qualifications. Qualified participants would be asked to enter in.to a 

confidentiality agreenlent preventing unauthorized disclosure of certain information. 

In the 5C('ond stage, foHowing our dedsion, bidding on the plants would occur, 

consisting of receipt of nonbinding expressions of interest (or the purpose of identifying 

a short list of bidders to be given approxinlately six weeks to conduct due diligence and 

prepare formal bids. During that lime, bidders would have the opportunity to request 

changes 10 the transaction documents which might include, (or example, adjustli1Cnts to 

the properly boundaries of the plant sites. On receipt o( binding bids, Edison would 

review the bids, and either accept one or more bids or solicit further bids (rom one or 

more bidders. 

In the third and final stage, Edison would enter into defirtitive agreements with 

the winnirtg bidders, subject to our final review and approval to determine whether the 

auction had been conducted in accordance with the approved procedure. 

Applicable Legal Standards 

Sectlon 851 

No public utility may transfer its property that is rtecessary or useful in 

the performance of its duties to the public without first having secured the 

Commission's authorization. (PU Code § 851.) The plants arc presently used to generate 

electricity (or delivery to Edison's systenl. Therefore, the plants are presently use(ul in 

the performance of Edison's duty as a public utility, and PU Code Section 851 applies. 
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Because we arc asked to approve the safe this }'ear, Edison's request that we find the 

plants to be not useful or necessary is premature, since Edison will continue to have the 

dUly as a public utility to generate electricity, at least through the end of this year. (Sct' 

[II ti,e Maller of tile App1i(alioll of SOlltllem Cali/ofilia Edison CO'I D.95-11-026.) With ((>Spect 

to all property associated with the plants that Edison proposes to exclude from the 

auctionJ We will require in ollr finai decision that Edison either file an application to sell 

all such properly pursuant to PU Code Section 851 or file an application to retain the 

property, pursuant to PU Code Section 377 (including appropriate eVidence of market 

valuation). Edison may amend its application in this proceeding to identify the portions 

of such property that it proposes to be excluded from this requirement as non

generation related. \Ve encourage Edison to sen as much of its property related to the 

plants as possible. 

Section 382 

In proceedings pursuant to PU Code Section 851, we must ensure that 

"facilities needed to maintainthe reliability of the electric supply remain available and 

operationall consistent with maintaining open competition and avoiding an 

overconcentration of market power." (PU Code § 362.) "In order to determine whether 

a fadlity needs to remain availabJe and operational; the [C16rnmission shan utilize 

standards that are no less stringent that [sic) the \-Vestern Systems Coordinating Council 

and North American Electric Reliability Counsel standards (or planning reserve' 

criteria." (Id.) The parties rdcr to such facilities as "must-run,1I 

One of our main concerns in reviewing the sate of the plants is market 

power. In addition to the dimension of locational market power, which is encompassed 

by "maintaining open competiHon/' we are also greatly concerned that the saJe 

promote increased competition in the entire wholesale and retail energy market, which 

is partially encompassed by "avoiding an overconcentration of market power.1I In the 

second interim opinion, we will focus on the role of the agreements with the ISO in 

maintaining open competition. \Vhen we know the results of the auclionJ we will be in a 

position to determine whether the outcome raises any oVerconcentr"Uon issue or other 

market power concern. 
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\Ve caution all bidders that in making our final determination" we will not 

approve any sate that merely changes the identity of the possessor of market power 

from Edison to another entity. 

Section 363 

PU Code Section 363 requires our approval of an operations and 

maintenance agreement (O&M Agreement) that provides {or the selling utility or an 

alfiliate or suCCessOr to operate and maintain plants that are sold {or at least two years. 

\Ve are to require such contracts to be reasonable for both the buyer and the seller. 

Sectlona77 

PU Code Se<:tion 377 provides that We "shall continue to regulate the 

nonnuclear generation assets owned by any public utility prior to January 1,1997, that 

are subject to [Clon\mission regulation until those i\SS(>ts have been subjed to market 

valualion in ac~()rdance with procedures established by the (C}ommission." 

CEQA 

CEQA applies to discretionary approvals of activities that may cause a 

direct physical change in the environment or a reasonably foreseeable indirect physical 

change in the environment and that are undertaken by a person who receives contracts, 

gr.lnts, subsidies, loans, or other forms of assistance from one or mOte pubJic agencies 

or the issuance of a lease, permit, or other entitlen\ent for lise. (Public Resollrces Code § 

21065.) Such activities arc termed "projects.1I 

Because a purported transfer of utility property that is usciul or necessary 

to the performance of the utility's duties [equires our prior approval pursuant to PU 

Code Section 851, Our approval is an "entitlement (or lISC," 
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On August 25, 1997, thc Commission's Energy Division issued a notice of 

the Commission's intent to issue a miligated negati\pc declaration. Comments will bc 

!{x:eived by September 25, 1997, at which time it will be possible to know if all of the 

potential adverse environmental effects of the transfer of the plants can be avoided or 

rcduced to a non-significant level by imposing appropriatc conditions on the transfer. It 

would be inappropriate for Edison to accept final bids until the spedfie environmental 

mitigation measures that may be rcquired arc known and approved by a decision by 

this Comn\ission, because the resulting uncertainty would have a natural tendency to 

depress bid prices. 

Reliability of th~ Electric Supply 

BtX'ause of the PU Code Sec:tion 362 duty of the Commission to "ensure" 

the availability and operation of nlust-nlJl facilities, we assign- the burden of proof to 

parties who aSSert that a particular facility should not be classified as must-run. Edison 

presented evidencel that no party disputes, to show that six of the facilities~ will be 

needed neHher (or local voltage support nor to rncct applicable planning reserve 

criteria" and Edison has met its burden. 
--: - -

For the remaining six plants,' there is no dispute that they should be 

treated as nlust-run (or purposes of PU Code Section 362, although thc parties also 

recognize that the ISO may reach a different conclusion in the (uture. We will take up 

the means by which those plants are to be cnsured to remain available and operational, 

consistent with maintaining open competition, in our second interim opinion, and in 

Our final opinion we will consider whether such means are consistent with aVOiding an 

o\'erconcentration o( market power and other market power concems. No transfer of 

the plants can take place until we have concluded that the proposed con~ition of sale 

that would make the six must·run plants subject to a contract with the ISO is adequate 

S Cool Water, Ellwood, Highgro"c, Long &ach, Omlond &ach, and San Bernardino. 
, Alamitos, EI Segundo, Etiwanda, Huntington Beach, Mandalay, and Rroondo. 
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to ensure that such plants remain a\'ailable and operational in a way that is consistent 

with our resolution of market power issues. 

ORA suggests that we permit the auction of the non-mnst-run plants to 

proceed as soon as CEQA review pernHts, but to delay auction of the other plants until 

the FERC has finally approved the (orm of agreement with the ISO. This is a sound 

recommendation because it will reduce uncertainly (or the buyers as to the exact 

obligations that will be imposed for the must-run plants. We will not permit Edison to 

accept final bids for the must-run plants until the FERC has approved the (orm of 

agreement with the ISO.' 

Reasonableness of Proposed Sale Process 

Bundfl'ng of Plants 

ORA and the IEP each arc generally supportive of Edison's application. 

Each criticized Edison's original proposal to offer plants only in four bundles of plants, 

rather than permitting bidding on single plants Or any combination of plants. Following 

Edison's dedsion to modily its proposal by unbundling the sale of five of the plants that 

are not classified as must~run, IEP now argues that the Conlniission should not permit 

any bundling lor the remaining units, either, b<X'ause the marketplace is a superior 

means of determining which plants should be kept together. On balance, the reasons 

against bundling are more convincing than the reasons {or, although it is a dose 

question, and We believe that the bidders should be free to bid on plants singly or in 

any combination.' 

Edison gives'several reasons why it should be permiHed to bundle the 

must~run plants: Sale of the plants singly could lead to thin bidding, because bidders 

would cOlleen'r.lle on a few plants, so that bundles would help assure that every plant 

1 Wc rccognilc that, in Jight of thc current status of proceedings before the FERC, a substantial 
deJay in the bidding may result from this r('sfriclion. 

• SubJC'Ct to the likelihood that wc wHi not approvc any Sdle to related cnliti('s that results in 
40% or morc 01 thc capacity offcred In this SJJe being Iransferred. 
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receives a bid; facilitating bidding consOItia will substitute (or permitting single-plant 

bidding; bundling will maximize sale prices b~ause it will assure operational 

ctfidencies by grouping together plants that can best be run by a single operator; and 

bundled bidding will reduce transactional costs. Finally, Edison notes that adjustments 

to the bundles may be necessary depending ott feedback from potential bidders. 

The only evidence oflered on this point consisted of the prepared 

testimony of Edison's witness Craver and IEP's witness McClary. Since the parties did 

not identify conflkting (actual statements in the testimony of the two witnesSes, there 

was nO exainh\ation of the witnesses concerning their qualifications, and it is not dear· 

that either witness is an expert in auctions o( ele(tric lttilitygenerating plants or similar 

fieJds. In any event, however, neither witness purports to deliver an expert opinion that 

one method of auction will yield superior 'results to another. Rather, each witness 

marshals the arguments of his party in support of or opposition to the proposal. As 

slated above, we find the arguments in favor of unbundling more persuasive. 

Bid Evaluation 
ORA suggests that Edison should be required to disclose its bid 

evaluation methodology in advance so that bidders would know how the various bid 

scenarios (overlapping bids, etc.) would play out before making their bids. This, 

howe\'er, is an area in which uncertainty tends to increase, rather than depress, the 

proceeds to be expected. It is not customary for sellers and their investment bankers to 

disclose stich methOdologies in advance, because doing so eJiminates any possibility of 

receiving a premiunl. 

Minimum Bids 

ORA suggests that Edison be reqUired to prepare a Ininimum bid amount 

that could be used under some circumstances if it were suspected that the winning bid 

were too low because of a flawed auction. Edison opposes use of a seaJed nlinimum bid. 

The auction serves a purpose apart from reducing Edison's market power 

through divestiture (to whatc\'er extent it docs rrouce Edison's market power). That· 

purpose is a market valuation of the plants. A properly conducted aucli?n that results 
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in a completed sale will determine market valuation in the most dired manner possible. 

(At a minimum, properly conducted auction would be one in which the property to be 

sold has been actively exposed to potential bu)'ers, the qualiried buyers have been given 

equal access to relevant information about the property, an buyers arc bidding on the 

basis of the same transaction documents, and the procedures for receiving bids are 

known in advance to all participants. In short, it is a fair process in which all potential 

buyers vie in competition. That competition gin's assurance that the prke arrived at is 

an objective one.) A minimum bid, by contrastl would represent nierely an estimate of 

market value. In the absence of evidence that bidding at the MIction as designed will 

necessarily be too thin to determine market value, We will not require a minimum bid. 

Edisol)'s retention of the right to reject bids in the event of irregularities in the auction 

process and our OWn final review provide adequate assurance that plants will not be 

divested as a result of an auction pr()('ess that (ailed to produce serious bids. 

AIr EmissIons Credits 

ORA proposes that we should require Edison to sell the plants separtltely 

from. certain tradable emission credits that have been granted to Edison under two air . 

quaJit); management programs (or the reduction of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides. 

ORA believes that selling the credits separately will increase the amount re<llized (or 

them and lead to the correct ratemaking treatment (or such credits.' Edison 

acknowledges that some of the credits for sulfur dioxide arc in excess of the foreseeable 

operational requirements for the plants.tJ Howeverl Edison argues, the emissions credits 

arc required to operate the plants and if a potential bidder had to acquire stich rights 

separately, the likely restlll would be a lower bid on the plants to reflect the cost of 

acquiring such rights. Both parties note that the optimum auction strategy to maximize 

'ORA argues that re"enues from the sale of excess air emission crooits should be rclunded to 
ratepap~rs by way of the Electric Rate Alijustment Ml'<hanism balancing a«ount.} lo\\'('''er, 
because such (redils are dearly a generation·relaled. assd, it is appropriate to treat them 
through the transition cost recovery mechanism pro"ided by AB 1890. . 
iii For that reason, Edison is not including all of the su1(ur dioxide emissions credits in the 
auction. 
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the combined value of the plants and emissions credits is conjectural because neither 

party has presented a thorough economic analysis of the topic. 

\Ve sec no principled reason to require the separate sale of emissions 

credits if we arc not also going to require the plants to be sold in their component 

pic<es. Presumably, the whole is greater than the sum of its parts and a better price can 

be obtained by o((ering the plants as a going conCern with the required emissions 

credits than can be acquired by offering the plants without such credits. However, we 

will require in our final dc<ision [or Edison to file an application pursuant to PU Code 

Section 377 or 851 for any emissions reduction credits not sold in the auction. 

Whether the Proposed Sale Process will Result in Determining the Fair 
Market Value of the Plants 

Aside from the dispute concerning bundling, which We beJieve should be 

resolved in favor of auctioning the plants in any combination, the suggestion that bid 

evaluation criteria should be published, which we beJieve is unwise, and the proposal 

for a sealed minimullt bid, which we will not require, no parly disputes that the 

proposed sale process, upon consummation, will result in determining the fair market 

value of the plants absent some significant irregularity. No party contests Edison's 

request that post-auction overhidsll should be prohibited, and we agree. 

\Ve arc troubled, however, by Edison's reluctance to predude proposed changes 

by bidders to the precise terms of the contractual documents, and we will carefully 

consider <'lny claims by losing bidders of any prejudice that may have resulted from a 

winning bid that was conditioned upon such changes. 

Proposed Operations and Mafntenance Agreement 

Only one disputed issue conccming the O&l\1 Agreement exists. ORA 

recommends that we require Edison to establish a subsidiary to provide services under 

the proposed O&M Agreement so that the reso\m~es used for sllch services C.1n be 

distinguished from Edison's continued regulated maintenance services. Edison argues 

11 Bids received (ollon-ing the dose of the auction that offer it higher prke than reech'ed Itom 
the highest bidder. 
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that it will be required, in any event, to track generation-related operations and 

maintenance costs separately from those costs that it \,,'m continue to coHeet in rates, so 

that a separate subsidiar}' is not ncccssary (or that purpose. In addition, Edison argues, 

a separate subsidiary would involve additional (osts for setup and corporate 

maintenance. lVe agree with Edison that ORA has not shown that the benefits of 

placing these scrykes in a separate· operating unit would justify the costs. 

Whether the Proposed Accounting and Ratemaking Treatment Should be 
ApprOved 

No party disputes Edison's proposed accounting and r.ltemaking treatment of 

the sales. (However, the question related to the (ost of incremental capital additions to· 

the plants is being handled in a different proceeding.) 

As described in the application, Edison proposed to deduct the (osts of saleu 

from the sale protecds to obtain net sale revenue. If net sale rcvenue for any plant is less 

than the sunk costs of that plant (as determined in A,96-08-001 tl at,), Edison would seek 

recovery of the differcnce as an additional recoverabletransiUon cost through a debit to 

irs Transition Cost Balancing Ac(ount proposed in another proceeding. If greater, 

Edison would credit the Transition Cost Balancing Account. 

Edison will adjust net sale reVenue upwards or downwards to aC(Olint for aU t.1X 

consequences. 

Edison proposes to retain the station fuel oil tanksU and their assodated potential 

environmental liabilities. It proposes to coiled an}' costs incurred with respect to 

environmcntalliabiliUes consistent with the Seulement Agreement between the 

Division of Ratepayer Ad\'OCales" and Southern California Edison Company in 

Applic.l\ion 93-07·029 (dated March 28, 1994), Attachment B, adopted by the 

Commission in 0.94-10-044. 

12 Including. but not lin\itcd to, investment banker (~S, attorney (ccs, consultant fees, title 
rCp<lrls, permits, and (i/ing (ee5. These would be rccordCt.i in Edison's previously appro\'ro 
Dh'cstiture of Fossil Gener.,lion Memorandum Account. 
U These prOVide a b-'Ck-up (uel oil storage capability should nalural gas dcli\'ery be dislUptoo. 
If Now ORA. 
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Through the Hazardous Substance Clean-up and Litigation Cost Ba'ancing 

Account established in 0.9-1-05-020, Edison proposes to recover its cost of remediation 

(or certain existing and identified environmental condilions at the sites of the plants, as 

well as accrued third-parly tort claims and remediation obligations resulting (rom 

release of hazardous toxins into the atmosphere or water ~ourses, in respect of electric 

and magnetic fields, currently unknown environolcntal conditions, and any other costs 

of environmental remediation that may be required in the event that any third party 

seeks to hold Edison dire<tly liable for environmental conditions subsequent to the sale 

of a generation facility. However, we recently ditc<:ted that no new generation-related 

amounts be recorded in such accounts. (0.97-08-056.) AccordinglYI Edison should be 

permitted to amend its application to propose another treatnient. iS 

Edison proposes to record aU workforce management costs (or reasonable 

worker protection benefits (or workers who are in\pacted as a result o( the proposed 

transf('f to the Divestiture o( Fossil Generation Memorandum Account until such tifile 

as its Transition Cost Balancing Account is appro\'ed, when such costs would be 

recorded to an appropriate subaccount in the Transition Cost Balancing Account. 

Because the ptoposed O&M Agreement provides (or Edison to be paid its (ulJy

loaded direct labor and allocated {ndjr~t costs, Edison d()(>s not propose to establish 

any special ratemaking (or the costs and revenues associated with the O&l\,f Agreement. 

Edison is retaining p<)rtions of the plant sites (or possible future sale. It is 

premature to make any determination of the treatment such transactions should 

receive. \Vith respect to tradabJe emissions credits, Edison expects that the value of the 

credits for nitrogen oxides witl be fuHy reflected in bids. For sulfur dioxide credits, 

ho\ ... ·e\'er, most of the st"lions were allocated a substantial surplus compared to their 

operating requirements. Edison proposes either to sell the retained "Uo'N,mces in 

separate tr.lIlsaclions or to retain them (or use in (onncction with Edison's ('oal·fired 

n If such treatment differs substantially from the treatment proposed by Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company in A.96-11-021, Edison should explain the reason for such difference in detail. 
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generation. At such time as the surplus credits are either sold or retained, the 

consequences can be addressed (but such proceeds must ultimately be offset and 

included in the Transition Cost Balancing Account). As noted previously, for both 

surplus property including fuel-oil facilities and inventories (except property that 

Edison shows to be non-generation related) and credits, we will require an application 

pursuant to PU Code Section 377 or 851. 

Ffndings 61 Fact 

I. Edison is an electric utility subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission. 

2. The Coo) \Vater, Ellwood, Highgrove, Long Beach,Ormond Beach, &'n 

Bernardino, Alamitos, EI Segundo, Etiwanda .. Huntington Beach, Mandalay, and 

Redondo plants are presently used in the performance of Edison's duties as a public 

utility. 

3. It is reasonable to perenit Edison to commence an auction, but Edison 

should not be permitted to receive final bids until We have adopted a mitigated 

negative declaration. 

4. Edison has designed an auction process thal wilt, absent significant 

irregularity, establish the market value of the Cool \Vater, EU\\,'ood, Highgrove, Long 

Beach, Ormond Beach, San Bernardino, Alamitos, EI Segundo, Etiwanda, Huntington 

Beach, Mandala)', and Redondo plants, upon sale of those plants, if bidders are 

permitted to bid on an)' combination of plants. 

5. No party disputes Edison's proposed accounting and ratemaking 

treatment of the sales. 

6. No reason appears to require the O&M Agreement to be performed by a 

subsidiary of Edison. 

7. The 0&1\'1 Agreement is reasonable to Edison and the buyer. 

8. I~or purposes of PU Code SccHon 362, (he Cool \Valer, Ellwood, 

Highgrove, Long Beach .. Ormond Beach, and San Bernardino plants will be needed 

neither {or local \tollage support nor to meet applicable planning rcserve criteria. 
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9. For purposes of PU Code Section 362, the Alamitos, m Segundo, 

Etiwanda, Huntington Beach, Mandalay, and Redondo plants are needed to maintain 

the reJiability of the electric supply until the ISO detenllines othenvlse. 

COl'1clusfOns of Law 

1. The sales of the Cool \Vater, Ellwood, Highgrove, Long Beach, Ornlond 

Beach, San Bernardino, Alamitos, EI Segundo, Etiwanda, Huntington Beach, Mandalay, 

and Redondo plants are subje<:t to PU Code Section 851. 

2. In proceedings pursuant to PU Code Section 851, we must ensure that 

facilities needed to maintain the reliability of the electric supply relllain available and 

operational, consistent with maintaining open competition and avoiding an 

oVerconcentration of market power. 

3. \Ve should determine whether the Alamitos, El Segundo, Etiwanda, 

Huntington Beach, Mandalay, and Redondo plants remain available and operational in 

a subsequent decision, prior to the consummation of any sale of those plants. 

4. The sates of the Cool \Vater, Ellwood, Highgrove, Long Beach, Ormond 

Beach, San Bernardino, Alamitos, EI Segundo, Etiwanda, Huntir\gton Beach, Mandalay, 

and Redondo plants arc consistent with the poJicies underlying D.95-12-063, as 

modified by 0.96-01-009, and expressed in AS5('mbly Bill (AB) 1890 (1996 Stats. ch. 854). 

5. The auction of the pJants will upon sale, absent some significant 

irregularity, determine the market valuation of the plants. 

6. \Vc should permit Edison to commence an auction of the Cool \Vatcf, 

Ellwood, Highgro\>e, Long Beach, Ormond Bcach, $.1n Bernardino, Alamitos, El 

Segundo, Etiwanda, Huntington Beach, Mandalay, and Redondo plants, but Edison 

should not be permitted to receive final bids until we ha\'e adopted a mitigated 

negative dedar.ltion. 

7. The sale of the plants should be made subJe<t to the O&M Agr~ment. 

8. If the plants arc sold, Edison's proposed accounting and ratemaking 

treatment of the sale of the plants should be approved, subject to confirmation of net 

book value of the plants in A.96-0S·001 et al. and to the prohibition contained in 
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0.97-08-056 against recording generation-related costs to the Hazardous Substance 

Clean-up and Litigation Cost Balancing Account. 

9. Edison should be permitted to amend its application with respect to the 

generation-related costs that it proposed to be recorded in the Hazardous Substance 

Clean-up and Litigation Cost Balancing Account. 
- . 

10. No post-auction overbids should be perrnitted. 

11. Our final decision should consider whether the sale of the plants is in the 

pUblic interest, with special attention to market power issues arid the fairness of the 

auction procedure. 

INTERIM ORDER 

THEREFORE; i'r IS ORDERED that: 

1. Southern California Edison Conlpany (Edison) may commence an auction 

of the Cool \Valer, EUwood, Highg(ove, Long BeJ.ch, Onilond Beach, San Bernardino, 

Alamitos, El Segundo, Etiwanda, Huntington Beach, l"fanda]ay, and Redondo plants, 

but shall not receive final bids for any of the plants until further order of the 

Commission approving a mitigated negative declaration and, for the Alainitos, EI 

SegundO, Etiwanda, Huntington Beach, Mandalay, and Redondo plants, an order of the 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission approving the form of agreement with the 

Independent System Operator (or the operation of those plants. Edison shaH permit 

bids on any combination of plants. 

2. The sale of the plants shall be subject to conditions that '''le may require (a) 

to avoid or reduce to non-significant levels any adverse environmental impacts that we 

may determine will arise from physical changes reasonably foresce,lble in connection 

with the tr.1I1sfer of the plants and (b) in connection with ensuring the continued 

availability of must-run plants consistent with maintaining open competition and 

avoiding an overconcentr.llion of market power. 
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3. If the plants arc sold, the sale shaH be subject to the Operations and 

Maintenance Agreell."lent in the form proposed in the application. 

4. If the plants are sold l Edison may apply the accounting and ratemaking 

treatment described in this application to such sales, subject to confirmation of net book 

value of the plants in Application (A.) 96-08-001 el ar'l and to the extent not inconsistent 

with Decision (D.) 97-08-056. Edison may all."lend its application with respect to the 

generation-tela ted costs that it proposed to be recorded in the Hazardous Substance 

Clean-up and Litigation Cost Balancing Account. 

5. If the plants are sold, Edison sha)) not consider post-auction overbids. 

6. Edison may amend its application in this proceeding to establish what 

portion, it any, of each plant site is non-generati6n-ceJated. Fot all unsold portions of 

the existiIlg plant sites and other generation-related assets (StIch asen'i~ions reduction 

(rcdits)1 Edison shall either lite an application pursuant to PU Code Section 851 lor the 

sale of such assets, or file an application to retain such assets pursuant to PU Code 

Section 377. 

This order is effective today. 

Dated .September 3, 1997, at San Francisco, California. 
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